The Kadampuzha Police Detected and Arrested Accused involved in a Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act Case

Kadampuzha (02/03/2020): The Kadampuzha Police detected and arrested accused involved in a Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act case reported from Muzhangani on 02-03-2020.

Accused details

(#) Sainul Abid- 24, S/O Abdul Gafoor, Kooripparambil (H), Kuttippuram (Po), Pallippadi
(#) Hasir- 24, S/O Muhammed, Chakkuvilappil (H), Kuttippuram (Po), Pallippadi
(#) Muhammed Afsal- 21, S/O Abdul Hameed, Kakakunnnan House, Kadampuzha Post, Pilathara